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Abstract

Design educators in mechanical engineering departments have witnessed an evolution in the types of design problems that students prefer to address in their courses. Anecdotal evidence from discussions with colleagues indicate that over the last 30 years, projects have evolved from the design of purely mechanical systems to projects that require knowledge outside of the traditional engineering paradigm, including social sciences. These evolving interests have added complexity to the role of design educators and have revealed the limits of available design tools used in these courses; these tools are often not sufficient to support decision-making when subjective aspects of the design process are involved, such as customer preferences.

Though a number of design tools exist to assist engineers with understanding customer preferences, they do not provide the specificity needed for sensitive design contexts and require direct access to the end-user. We define sensitive design contexts as those that are perceived largely as invasive/personal, resulting in a high degree of emotional engagement by the user, such as patients in medical environments or victims in disaster areas. The variety and complexity of design considerations to be considered are high. In the following, we will focus on “compassionate design thinking”, i.e., on the role and impact of compassion during the design process. This paper presents a baseline approach for establishing a framework for compassionate design. The ultimate goal is to provide context-specific guidelines that can be used without having direct access to the end-user.

1 Introduction

There are several tools helping engineering designers to gather and organize custom information, including Quality Function Deployment, design ethnography, focus groups and conducting surveys. These methods assist with problem definition and understanding customer needs. The quality of the information gathered is directly linked to the quality of questions asked of end-users as well as the engineer’s ability to make good observations and ascertain explicit or latent user needs from their interactions. Other disciplines have developed tools that can be applied to engineering design contexts. Educators in technology education introduced their students to the ‘Physical, Intellectual, Emotional and Social (PIES)’ instructional tool to consider user needs.
User-centered design principles allow the designer to understand and integrate end-user data during the design process. Empathic design allows the engineer to identify with the challenges of the end-user by observing the user in the context of use and may also include simulating the context of the end-user for better understanding. User Experience (UX) methods were developed largely to evaluate product usability and are primarily applied to web usability contexts. Other methods, such as co-design and human centered design, also provide approaches to facilitate better understanding of the user. These methods are suitable for understanding customer needs in general contexts, but may not provide enough specificity to address design contexts that are more sensitive in nature. We define sensitive design contexts as those that are perceived as invasive/personal by the user, resulting in a high degree of emotional engagement in the given context, such as patients in medical environments or victims in disaster areas.

Figure 1 shows an example of a problem statement provided at a sophomore level introductory mechanical design class at a mid-western university. Although the problem statement explicitly requires consideration of the emotions of the end-users, it was found that many students disregarded this aspect of the problem statement. Most likely, this was because, only tools that were suitable for managing the functional aspects of the design were provided, while the students were not given any specific tools during the lectures to help cultivate their thinking in this regard.

"Life Sustaining Devices and Systems for Protection during Threats and Disasters"

Problem Statement
Within the last ten years alone, there have been several natural disasters (e.g. recent typhoon, tornadoes, hurricanes, earthquakes, etc.) that have caused rapid and uncontrollable devastation, some leading to entire regions being leveled. Unfortunately, many of these disasters have led to tens of thousands of fatalities and prolonged search and rescue operations. In addition, many of the survivors have physical disabilities and require assistive devices to help them lead a somewhat normal life.

Your mechanical design firm is being consulted by a major organization seeking solutions to address future events. They need help with any of the following:

- mechanical or robotic systems that can improve search and rescue operations
- assistive medical devices for physical limitations
- rapidly deployable protective equipment that can sustain the life of survivors until they are found

The initial attributes identified for these new products include (where applicable): adjustable for use by different people, protects the entire body (most relevant for bullet 3), lightweight and portable to allow easy moving and setup, compact and/or collapsible use in smaller spaces, should clearly be a mechanical system (i.e. has motion/dynamics, electromechanical elements, etc.) and should be suitable for the terrain/environment in which it will be used.

The products must be functional, convenient and safe. Your design must be innovative (significantly different functionality than current products) or simply be a brand new invention. It should have significant mechanical functionality, and should make efficient engineering use of materials and shapes for performance, strength and safety. The products must be functionally effective for the customers and marketplace that you help to identify and characterize. Design teams can also show how their designs can benefit other contexts outside of natural disasters.

Given the traumatic nature of natural disasters, please keep in mind the emotional states of the individuals being rescued or protected and potential physiological responses to these emotional states (i.e. trembling, stiffness, etc.). Finally, consider the following key words as teams explore various design contexts: safety, health, dignity, empowerment, and happiness.

Figure 1: Problem statement from an introductory design course

Engineers are called upon to address problems that require an understanding, not only of the technical aspects, but also of a wide range of implications, ranging from social, to economic, and psychological impacts of their design decisions, indicating the importance of non-technical skills in the professional development of engineers. The capacity to recognize and respond to needs or
emotions experienced by others are valuable traits in any engineer; however, the development of this capacity is not a part of the standard engineering curriculum.\textsuperscript{8} The role of morality in design projects has also been discussed.\textsuperscript{9} Engineering education typically lacks focus on the needs of individuals, while other disciplines, in particular in the wider medical field, place more emphasis on these issues.\textsuperscript{10}

In this paper, we focus on compassionate design methodology itself, rather than considering personal disposition such as emotional intelligence\textsuperscript{11} or the Big Five Factors,\textsuperscript{12} both of which describe personality and social inclinations towards certain types of thinking. We define ‘compassionate design thinking’ as the ability to think through, identify, and potentially implement compassion factors in the design process. ‘Compassion factors’ are physical or psychological design interventions that affect the interaction of the user with an artifact that involves a high level of emotional involvement on the user’s part.

We propose a first step towards establishing a framework called compassionate design, with the goal of sensitizing engineers to issues and considerations that may get overlooked when relying solely on traditional methods. First, we survey the current literature on design methods (Section II). We then present an analysis of exemplary case studies and identify some emerging themes (Section III) to provide initial elements of the framework (Sections IV). Section V and VI provide insight on teaching design and conclude with an outlook on future work.

2 Survey of the Literature: Design Thinking Methods and Philosophies

There are a number of common, customer-oriented design methods used in design engineering. These include, but are not limited to, emotional design, user-centered design, human centered design, empathic design, and co-design. They consider different aspects of both customer and context, and provide valuable information in different ways.

2.1 Emotional Design

Emotional design was described by Don Norman\textsuperscript{13} as including three levels of design: visceral, behavioral, and reflective. These levels are influenced by human cognition and emotion. The visceral level assesses preferences as perceived through the senses. They are fast and automatic, often based on “gut level” reactions. Emotional design is usually based on the aesthetics (e.g., visual, auditory, etc.) of an artifact. The behavioral level is linked to the use and performance of the product (i.e., its functionality only). The reflective level is concerned with the meaning that users assign to an artifact and their relation to it. For example, the level of prestige associated with owning or using a certain product.

2.2 User Centered Design and User Experience

User Centered Design (UCD) is a design philosophy and approach that places the users at the center of the design process,\textsuperscript{14} where their input influences how the design takes shape.\textsuperscript{15} Users
can be involved throughout the entire design process or during certain phases, such as determining requirements and testing. Feedback is often obtained through a number of ways, such as interviews, on-site observations, and focus groups, among others.

User-experience (UX) was first referenced by Don Norman and involves considering the user’s internal state (e.g., predispositions, expectations, moods, etc.), characteristics of the designed system (e.g., complexity, usability), and the context of the interaction (e.g., social setting). Like with other methods, the user is involved at every stage of the design process and provides the designer with first-hand feedback on the design. Once user requirements are gathered, the designer will develop a few preliminary designs. Users are then asked to evaluate the proposed design solutions and provide feedback. Continuous discussions with the users make sure that designers are aware of users’ needs and/or the context in which the artifact will be used. However, a noted flaw with UX methods is that they are “vague, elusive, and ephemeral”.

2.3 Human Centered Design

The design of an artifact is not just about the function it provides, but also about its meaning. According to Krippendorff, human centered design methods “weave available knowledge of how meanings arise within relevant stakeholder communities into the design process in order to assure that a design encourages the meanings that lead to reliable interfaces while discouraging those that cause disruptions, disappointments, breakdowns, and harm”.

“THE user” is typically the end-user who is targeted by user centered design approaches. However, the artifact actually interacts with many users other than just the end-user. Instead of an average user, “networks of stakeholders” are recognized in this design philosophy.

The following methods are proven approaches (amongst others) to human centered design; they include various steps:

- (Re) designing the characters of artifacts
- Designing artifacts that are informative (expressive) of their workings
- Designing original artifacts, guided by narratives and metaphors
- Designing design strategies
- Dialogical ways to design

Human centered design focuses on the human aspect of the design and provides for the needs and experiences, both articulated and unarticulated. Gasson highlighted the difference between user centered and human centered approach and argues, “that “user-centered” system development methods fail to promote human interest because of a goal-directed focus on the closure of predetermined, technical problems”.

The literature on human centered design does not suggest any way of sensitizing the designer to the context in the absence of prior experience or direct contact to the respective context.
2.4 Empathic Design

Empathic design is a set of techniques that helps to identify customer-needs; it has its foundation in observation of the customer in her/his environment, that is, in the context of use. Leonard and Rayport describe the data that can be collected by observing the users utilizing the product/service in their own environment and not in a laboratory. Useful information can be gathered about intangible attributes of the product and unarticulated user needs by observing the user and the customization done by her/him. Many such scenarios for empathic design have been described by Leonard and Rayport and are discussed in the paragraphs below. When the designer/engineer is observing the user’s interactions with the product, they can identify intangible attributes of the product that affect the user’s interaction or choice, but may not be explicitly mentioned by the user in a survey or focus group.

The steps in an empathic design process include observation, capturing data, reflection and analysis, brainstorming for solutions and developing prototypes of possible solutions. The observer should be someone who has expertise in a particular area such as behavioral science or ergonomics, to name a few. Users should be observed during their regular routines and not in focus groups or laboratory settings. Videos, photographs, and a list of questions for the observers themselves can help in capturing data. The team should then reflect on the data gathered in order to capture different perspectives and questions from the other team members. Brainstorming sessions can be used “to transform the observations into graphic, visual representations of possible solutions”. Finally, developing prototypes of possible solutions helps to better understand the design concepts.

Lin and Seepersad performed a study with empathic lead users to find out whether the experience could uncover latent customer needs that were generally not articulated or obvious in interviews. They defined empathic lead users as “ordinary customers (or designers) who are transformed into lead users by experiencing the product in radically new ways, via extraordinary user experiences”. The study showed that interviews with empathic lead users led to the discovery of many difficulties faced by the customers, latent needs, and potential solutions for the same. Leonard and Rayport describe the use of empathic design for household detergents. The study showed that the smell of the product evoked satisfaction with a certain detergent, a feeling of nostalgia or a feeling of clean-smelling clothes, indicating certain unarticulated latent needs of the user. Another example describes a product developer of Hewlett Packard, who was able to identify one such hidden need while observing a surgeon performing an operation. The surgeon was watching his hands and the patient’s body on a television screen and used this visual information to guide his scalpel. Although his view was getting obstructed for a few seconds when nurses were walking by, there were no complaints. The product developer addressed this unarticulated problem by a lightweight helmet that displayed the images just a few inches from the surgeon’s eyes. The need of an unobstructed view while performing the operation was not mentioned by the user, but the developer was able to identify this by observing the user in her/his environment.

Empathic design empowers designers by observation. To perform empathic design, the designer/engineer should preferably assess the user in the natural environment of usage, which requires both time and financial resources. The competency and expertise of the designer/engineer
determine the quality and quantity of data (observations) gathered to a large extent. Peter Landwehr\textsuperscript{24} pointed out that empathetic design is a design process in which the designer role-plays the user to gain experience of how the user would feel in a certain context. Empathic design follows the same definition as used by Leonard and Rayport.\textsuperscript{22} It is the process of ascertaining the needs of the user by observation of the user in the context of use.

2.5 Co-Design

Literature review shows that there are only a few formal definitions for co-design. Sanders and Stappers\textsuperscript{25} differentiate between co-creation and co-design. They define co-creation as “any act of collective creativity, i.e., creativity that is shared by two or more people”.\textsuperscript{25} It is a broad term, not only related to design, but encompassing many other fields. Further, they define co-design as indicative of “collective creativity as it is applied across the whole span of a design process” and use “co-design in a broader sense to refer to the creativity of designers and people not trained in design working together in the design development process”.\textsuperscript{25} Co-design is a process in which the user not only gives feedback and information about the product/service, but is also an active part of the entire design process. If involved throughout the process (depending on the level of user-contribution), she/he is a counterpart to the designer/engineer from the user’s world (not necessarily trained in technical design). The impact of co-design on the convergence of an idea from concept to product is presented in Fig. 2.

![Figure 2: Co-design’s impact on the design process.\textsuperscript{25}](image)

The first important phase is the so-called pre-design phase (fuzzy front end) that helps establish the design criteria, and understanding the users and contexts. Once these are established, ideas are generated and developed into concepts. Various prototypes are made and user feedback is sought, followed by an iterative process to refine the design until the final product is obtained. The differences between the role of users, researchers, and designers is illustrated in Fig. 3 by Sanders and Stappers.\textsuperscript{25} In the classical design process, the user provides information that is translated by the researcher (using theory) to the designer. In the co-design process, everybody works together,
the user, the designer and the researcher, who is also the facilitator. He facilitates the process by leading the users and guiding them so that they can be more involved in the design process. The designer contributes the required technical skills to lead the design to execution. Sanders and Stappers\textsuperscript{25} point to the example of Nike, who is allowing people to customize their shoes, enabling the user to become a part of the design process (at a later stage of design).

![Figure 3: The role of users, researchers and designers in the classical and co-design process.\textsuperscript{25}](image)

2.6 Summary of the Discussed Design Methods and Philosophies

While the various design methods described earlier are distinguished by their individual characteristics, there is a lot of overlap between them. Fig. 4 provides a summary of some of the design attributes. It shows that sensitizing the designer is not always emphasized by these design methods and that most of these methods require access to the user and her/his context. However, there are certain design scenarios in which a sensitized designer would be able to contribute to solving the design problem (such as high distress or health issues). Compassionate design will address this context space and eventually will lead to a set of guidelines that could be applied to other contexts as well and that an engineer/designer can use if direct access to the user is limited or difficult to obtain.

3 Analysis of Case Studies to Identify Compassion Factors

There are many excellent examples of designers and engineers using design principles to identify hidden user needs or to improve the quality of the user experience. However, as noted earlier, some of these methods are not robust in the absence of interaction between the user and the designer. The following presents some case studies that identify elements of compassionate design thinking and compassion factors that inform our explanation of compassionate design discussed in Section 4 (see also Fig. 6).
3.1 Case Study 1: ‘Embrace’ baby warmer

‘Embrace’ baby warmer is a device that keeps newborn babies (especially premature and low birth-weight babies that require an incubator) warm and comfortable. The device was designed by a group of engineers to address the needs in places where incubators are unaffordable or cannot be maintained. Existing videos and talks about ‘Embrace’ show that the motivation for this design solution was driven by compassion for the mothers who lose their babies because of limited access to technology that provides the conditions for the baby’s survival. The engineers on this project did not only focus on solutions that work, but also considered various other factors related to the context, such as lack of or unreliable electricity, affordability, and portability. Portability was an important factor because it allowed continuous contact between the mother and the baby. In addition to other needs, this solution also addressed the emotional need of ‘care’ from the mother to the newborn.

3.2 Case Study 2: ‘Jaipur Foot’

Jaipur Foot is a prosthetic leg for people with lower-limb amputation. This device was designed and created in cooperation of an orthopedic surgeon, Dr. P. K. Sethi, and a sculptor, Mr. Ram Chandra Sharma. They were motivated by understanding the mindset of their patients which led to low acceptance of previously used artificial limbs that looked artificial and out of place. With the sculptor’s help, the prosthetic looked like a foot, in addition to being functional. This restored the patients’ sense of pride; they had a chance to be independent and not feel out of place. The designers also considered the socio-economic context of their patients and provided meals and boarding to the patients free of charge. Although the user was accessible to these designers, their design incorporated compassionate elements. The fact that the foot looks like a foot and not like a prosthetic limb is a compassionate insight aimed at restoring the dignity of the users. Other designs may have been functional, inspired a sense of ownership, or otherwise been
successful, but they neglected the far more subtle psychological need to look “normal”.

### 3.3 Case Study 3: ‘Berkeley Darfur Stove’

A stove for the women in Darfur, the ‘Berkeley Darfur Stove’, was developed by Prof. Ashok Gadgil and his team to provide the people in Darfur with more fuel-efficient ways to cook. The intention was to reduce the risk and hardship that women were exposed to while fetching fuel wood. Because the design focused specifically on reducing physical or psychological harm, we consider it compassionate design.

### 3.4 Case Study 4: ‘UV Waterworks’

Prof. Gadgil and his team also developed the UV WaterworksTM, which is a low-cost water disinfection system, designed for the developing world. This device was motivated by compassion for people who suffered during a cholera epidemic in India and nearby countries in 1993. This design considered low cost, use in rural areas, reliability, and low maintenance of the device as needs of the user. Compassionate design can be seen here as it addresses the needs of ‘health’ and ‘empowerment’ of people (empowered to be self-sufficient in being able to maintain the device).

### 3.5 Case Study 5: GE MRI for kids

General Electric (GE) transformed magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scans for children into an adventure experience or journey based on children’s stories, camping trips, pirate adventures, under-sea journeys, and others. The motivation behind this approach was compassion for the children who have to be sedated because they are too scared to go into the scan machine. Consideration of the psychological distress that a child faces and also the needs of parents who have to convince the child to endure this medical procedure, renders this an example of how compassionate can influence design thinking.

By creating a story around the scan machine, children are distracted from the colder, more adult experience surrounding a regular MRI machine. The children were involved as a part of a story (jungle, pirate adventure, etc.) even before they entered the diagnostic room, so they were in a different mindset, far from being distressed, transforming the medical procedure into a playful fantasy story. By incorporating strategies to reduce emotional distress, the designers improved the experience for the children so much that some children even wanted to repeat the scan. This design was driven by compassion because the designer had an innate knowledge of children’s needs, beyond what the children were able to express or understand. In the new machine and its environment, the subtle and unseen need was addressed by a clear, intimate understanding of the nature of children. This kind of insight is indicative of compassionate design thinking.
3.6 Case Study 6: ‘Rabbit Ray’

Esther Wang and her team designed ‘Rabbit Ray’. a toy for children to familiarize them with certain medical equipment before they go for the actual treatment. The design for this device was driven by compassion for children who are scared of medical procedures and the environment in a hospital. Esther Wang explained her motivation and the use of compassion in design in a TEDx (Technology, Entertainment, Design) talk as an explicit attempt to introduce play and fantasy into a medical environment and familiarize children (in a latent way) with potentially distressing realities of medical practice. This type of design is compassionate because it illustrates a clear understanding of the psychological needs of children, beyond what the children can articulate.

The examples discussed here depict the influence of compassion on designers. Some of the examples also illustrated elements of human-centered, emotional, and empathetic design, because compassionate design shares elements with many of these. Engineers and industrial designers are influenced by compassion during the design process, intentionally or unintentionally, and depending on their prior experience with the context and their knowledge of the subject. We intend to define compassion factors that can be used by anyone irrespective of their prior experience or knowledge of the context.

4 Compassionate design

In view of the case studies, we believe that the described design solutions were not only the result of understanding the users and working with them towards a logical solution, but they were also led by strong insights of a designer who was sensitized to human needs and addressed them appropriately. This insight also required a high sensitivity to the context of use. For instance, in the case of ‘Jaipur foot’, even though the prosthetic limb that was preceding the new design was perfectly functional, it was not widely accepted for reasons the users did not explicitly state. The innovators of the ‘Jaipur foot’ were able to relate to the users. With the ‘Jaipur foot’, the sense of dignity, pride and feeling to be a part of society (not feeling out of place) was restored to the user. Compassionate Design is intended to provide this kind of sensitivity to the engineers or designers, irrespective of their prior experience or knowledge about the user or context. Compassionate design thinking is the ability to think through, identify, and potentially implement compassion factors in the design process. It is intended to sensitize engineers and designers to familiar and unfamiliar contexts, in which the user has a high level of emotional involvement. The targeted areas for the application of compassionate design would be contexts primarily related to emotions in the first and fourth quadrant of Fig. 5 and can be later extended to those in the second and third quadrant.
Elements of compassionate design are listed below. These elements provide the criteria to be used for thinking through and evaluating design decisions, thus leading to the establishment of the Design for Compassion (DfC) metric.

1. Reduce distress - this may be physical, psychological, social, or others.

2. Improve perceived safety - this includes ways to make the user feel safer in various situations and to reduce irrational fear.

3. Reduce danger - this includes especially dangers independent of the product itself. How do you help the user avoid or reduce exposure to dangerous situations?

4. Enhance the sense of user dignity - this means the design should enable the user to feel a sense of respect as a person. It should enhance their sense of identity and respect as a person.

5. Enhance the sense of empowerment - this means that the user should feel empowered and more in control of the situation while using the product or service.

6. Enhance health - this means the design should address the concerns of the user regarding health and make her/him feel healthier.
7. Enhance the sense of well-being or happiness - this means the user should feel contented and happy by using the product or service.

In many contexts, these elements can be addressed using some other design methods. For example, when looking to reduce a user’s distress, the techniques used by empathic design may be very useful. Also, designing to increase user dignity may be closely related to the third level of emotional design. What distinguishes compassionate design from these other methods is a designer, who is sensitized by using compassion factors during the design process, gaining insight into human nature. Another distinctive characteristic of this method is the fact that it does not depend on having access to a user, although it may still be desired.

Compassionate design focuses on sensitizing the designer about the context, the usability of the design in a certain environment with its given geographic and ethnographic resources and limitations (similar to empathic design), and the overall emotion that the user associates with a certain product or service (similar to visceral design). It starts with the motivation of compassion and targets contexts that have a high level of user involvement and affect needs of the user that fall in the following categories:

1. Dignity
2. Health
3. Empowerment
4. Safety
5. Happiness.

This approach is summarized in Fig. 6, which shows that compassionate design adapts features from principles similar to other methods; however, compassionate design is unique in its combination, scope, and priorities.
The case studies showed that there are some underlying criteria common to the design thinking involved in each of them. From these studies, some immersing themes were identified that provide preliminary considerations to foster compassionate design thinking (see Fig. 6). However, in order to verify and further determine the parameters used in compassionate design thinking, the Delphi method will be employed. Figure 7 provides an overview of the framework that will be used to verify a preliminary list of the compassionate design parameters and/or discover more such parameters.
After a list of parameters or criteria is used to characterize compassion in design, they will be
treated as the principles behind compassionate design thinking and will form the basis of Design for Compassion. These principles are to be used while the design is in process and also to evaluate a certain design after its completion. One of the ways to evaluate a design is a radar plot based on these principles. Some compassion factors would be common to all design scenarios, whereas other compassion factors would be specific to certain design scenarios. This will be validated by further studies. These design scenarios can be broadly grouped into basic categories by the use of cluster analysis:

1. Basic needs
2. Medical treatment and health
3. Safety
4. Developing economies
5. General or everyday objects

There would be a few principles or parameters that are common to all these groups and a few that are specific to a group. The final intention is to develop a metric (using these principles) that helps the engineer or designer to use compassion while thinking, designing and also during evaluation.

5 Teaching Design and Incorporating Compassionate Design Thinking

To illustrate how compassionate design thinking could be used in practice, we present an example. One of the most challenging problems in developing countries is that the fact electricity is not available to a majority of the population. People often have to use natural light in order to complete their daily tasks. Imagine that a team of engineers or designers were tasked with providing light to households so that typical household tasks could be completed after sunset. Direct experience and interaction with the end-user would provide useful insights on the nuances of this context. However, time and resources may limit the engineers’/designers’ ability to gain such direct access. The engineers/designers could then conduct research through secondary sources, gateway interviews, and rely on experiences and common sense. However, it is possible that some of the emotional aspects of the context may get overlooked. The compassionate design metric is intended to contribute to such a situation, where the engineer can use the metric and become aware of and sensitive to the context without having to interact with the user. This situation would require the engineer to think about the feelings of a family who is facing difficulties as food cannot be prepared, children cannot complete their home-work, and they cannot afford a power generator. The compassionate design metric is designed to help the engineer address this kind of situation.

After a more formalized approach for compassionate design has been developed, it is planned to incorporate it into design courses. Teaching compassionate design thinking to novice engineers will help to provide specific ways of thinking while performing engineering design tasks, thus enhancing their knowledge foundation and the ability to critically think through open-ended problems. Once elements of compassionate design have been made an integral part of
engineering education, more fundamental knowledge about this design approach will be
developed and subsequently find entrance into the design paradigm.

Currently, there are little to no formal methods available to help sensitize engineers to design contexts that require a more in-depth assessment of the deeper needs of the end-user. The need for care and empathy has been acknowledged as a valuable contribution to engineering education, yet there is a need for an integral approach to transfer this insight to engineering students and instill this desirable skill set in future engineers. This skill set is especially valuable in medical design contexts. We believe that including compassionate design in the teaching curriculum at a stage when the students are first being introduced to design will make compassionate design a part of the whole process and not a separate add-on. This approach may influence the way future engineers will think about design and use design thinking.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

The various existing design thinking methods support different aspects of the design process. Compassionate design thinking is intended to sensitize the engineer or designer to contexts in which the users exhibit high emotional involvement. Compassionate design thinking describes the ability to think through, identify, and potentially implement factors based on compassion in the design process. The authors envision that, once compassionate design principles are uncovered more fully, a compassionate design metric can be developed and used during the design process and also for the evaluation of completed design projects.

Future work includes the establishment of a method to quantify compassion factors, which may be subjective in nature. To explore the role of personality and how it may impact the implementation of the metrics, a series of experiments would be conducted to evaluate the natural disposition of an engineer to use compassion in the design process. It could also lead to the discovery of new principles and verify elements of the metric. We envision that compassionate design thinking will enhance the design process, which will lead to improved user satisfaction and added meaning of the artifact to the user. It will also provide a tool that design educators can implement in the classroom to better support design projects where a focus on functionality is insufficient. In turn, engineers will gain experience with a formalized method for providing design solutions that probe thinking that keeps sensitive aspects of the user context in mind.
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